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balls, then steals second and iroes to"''Varsity Defeats A. & IVt Lafayette Defeated.
On Tuesday last, Carolina won

third onipassed ball. Graham flies
out to second. Holt goes to base on
four balls. Pendleton gets base on
balls, forcing Carr in. Donnelly
hits liner to short and is out.

the second game from Lafayette in
a hard played and brilliant exhibi
tion of ; base ball by the score of
4 to 3.

The day was very rainy and the
ground was quite muddy and wet,
but about noon the rain ceased and
the sun came out, so the diamond
was in fairly good condition when

hits to pitcher and is thrown out at
first.

Fifth Inning.
Graves hits grounder to Willis

and is thrown out at first. Holt
strikes ont. Pendleton flies out to
Bell who makes pretty catch..

Launt drives a hot grounder to
Wilcox but is thrown out at first.
Van Atta hits o liner to Carr and is
out. Willis fans retiring the side

Sixth Inning.
Donnelly flies out to short. Wil-

cox hits grounder to third and is
thrown out at first. Smathers hits
to Willis and is thrown out to
Chalmers.

Wright goes to first on balls.
Currier bunts to third and reaches
first safely. Wright going to
third. Theh Currier steals second.
Bell makes a drive to left and
Wright f cores. G'.nst flies out to
Graham. Chalmers strikes out.

the game was called.

(Harrington goes in pitch). Bo-

nitz gets hit to right. Asbury hits
to short and Bonitz is thrown out at
second. Daltou hits to Cocke and
is trown out to Holt.

Pate gets short hit in diamond
and Asbury reaches third.

Holt hits to Cocke and is thrown
Out at first.

Fourth Inning.
Harrington gets hit to right and

steals second. Smathers strikes out.
Cocke sacrifices to first and is out

A fairly good crowd, considering

Game Very Uninteresting Score
30 to 3.

In marked contrast to the Lafay-

ette game was the very uninterest-
ing and onesided contest against A.

and M. College last Friday.
At no time did the visitors prove

in any way the equal of our boys.
Carolina had everything the way

she wanted it.
AH of our pitchers were put in

and several changes were made in

the line-u- p for practice. The A.

and M., in hope of strengthening
their team, also made several chang-

es, but they availed nothing.
The contest was so decidedly in

our favor that it wasn't even inter-

esting. One thing was accomplish-

ed though. The chief cheerer and
Scrubs got the fellows together and

practiced cheering, and the Varsity
got a little practice, that's all.

Game called at 4 o'clock with A.

& M. in field and Carolina at bat.

the inclemency of the weather, saw
the game, but a majority of the
spectators were not in the grounds
but resorted to nearby windows,
tress and even some students were
on the athletic field fence. The
game from the start was full of in-

terest and excitement. Both sides
and Harrington reaches third. Carr
makes hit to left and Harrington
scored. Graham flies out to left. played, hard, strong ball and many

brilliant plays were the result.
The game was called at 4:10 Howard hits grounder to WilcoxRoss gets hit to right. Allen gets

hit between left and centre. Heath with Carolina at the bat and and is thrown out, leaving two men
Lafayette in the field. on .bases.gets first on error of Donnelly, whoj

throws Ross out at third. Welch Carr, the first man up, got base
on balls. Graham bunted to third

Seventh Inning.
Cocke takes four balls and goes

to first. Carr flies out to Howardand reaches first, but Carr was
thrown out at second. Graves in center. Graham bunts and gets
went to first on four balls, forcing first, Cocke going to second.

Graves hits to pitcher and Cocke is

caught at third. Holt hits long

Carr gets hit and goes to first,
and on passed ball goes to second.

Graham gets hit and goes to first.
Both advance on wild pnch. Graves
gets base-on-bal- ls. Holt gets 2

base hit in left and Carr and Gra-

ham score, and Graves gets to third.
Pendleton sacrifices and Graves

scores. Holt is caught out at third.
Donnelly gets 'first oti "error of

Hall. Goes to second on passed ball.
Cunningham hits foul fly to third
and retires the side.

fly to left and Launt catches it,
retiring the side,

Launt fans the air three times and

reaches first on error of Cocke.
Bonitz gets hit over third, scoring-Alle- n

at home, but Heath is thrown
out to Graves by Donnelly. Asbury
hits to Smathers and thrown out at
first.

Fifth Inning.
Graves gets hit over second. Holt

gets hit to left. Pendleton flies out
to right, who makes pretty catch,
and Grraves goes to third. Donnel-
ly gets base-on-bal- ls.

Harrington gets to base-on-bal- ls,

forcing Graves in.
Smathers flies out to left. Cocke

gets base-on-bal- ls, forcing Holt in.
Carr hits to second and retires side
by being thrown out at first, leav-

ing three on bases.

is out, VanAtta hits to Wilcox
and is thrown out at firse. Willis
is thrown out to Holt b; Wilcox
who stops his hot grounder.

Eight Inning
Pendleton flies out to Bell. Don

nelly gets a two-bag- er to left.
Wilcox gets out on a long fly to

Launt and Smathers strikes out
Wright hits foul fly and Graves

catches it. Currier hits grounder
to Wilcox who throws him out at
first. Bell hits slow infield ball
and reaches first. Ernst drives

the ball over left for two bases and

Bell scores at home. Chalmers
sends grounder to Carr who throws
him out to Holt.

Ninth Inning.
Cocke hits to third and is thrown

Graham to second. Holt flies out
to left. Pendleton hits grounder
and is thrown out at first.

Wright hits grounder to Holt and
is thrown out at first. Currier hits
to Smatfiers, but reaches first on
error, and then is caught napping
and put out. Bell hits to Cocke
and is thrown out at first.

Second Inning.
Donnelly makes safe hit to center.

Wilcox sacrifices Donnelly to
second. Smathers is hit and goes
to first. Cocke hits to short and
on double play to second and first,
Smathers and Cocke retire the side.

Ernst drives a hot grounder to
Smathers, who makes quick re-

covery and throws him out to Holt.
Chalmers get safe hit over second.
Howard hits to pitcher and is
throwo out to Holt.

Third Inning.
Carr strikes ont. Graham fol-

lows suit. Graves gets base on
balls and goes to third on Holt's
two base hit to left. Pendleton
gets a safe hit to right and Graves
and Holt score, Pendleton going to
second. Donnelly gets a hit over
short, scoring Pendleton. Wilcox
hits to Chalmers and is put out at
first.

Van Atta hits to Smathers and
is thrown out at first. Willis flies
out to right. Wright gets a hit to
left and steals, second. Currier
fans retiring the side.

Fourth Inning.
Smathers hit3 foul fly to Ernst

and is out. Cocke hits safely be-

tween center and left. Carr flies
out to Wright. Graham hits to
pitcher and is thrown out at first.

Bell makes pretty hit between
second and short. Ernst flies out
to Wilcox and Bell steals second.
Chalmere hits ground ball to Wil-
cox and is thrown out at first.
Bell advances to third. Howard

Dal ton flies out to Graves. Pate
hits to Smathers who throws him
out at first, Hall flies out to Gra-

ham.
Sixth Inning.

(Fenner goes in box for visitors).
Graham gets hit and goes to first.

Graves makes hit to right, and
steals second, Graham going to
third. Holt makes two-bagg- er to
left, scoring Graham and Graves.
Pendl ton flies out to centre. Don-

nelly steals second. Harrington
makes hit to second, scoring Holt.
Harrington steals second. Smath-

ers makes hit by short, scoring Har-

rington, and goes to second.
Cocke hits to third and is thrown

out at first. Carr flies out to

out at first. Carr hits to Willis
and is thrown out to Chalmers.
Graham gets hit and goes to first.

Graves gets a two base hit over

Heath gets hit and goes to first.
"Welch flies out to Cocke. Bonitz
gets hit an goes to first, forcing
Heath to second. Asbury gets to
first on fielders choice, forcing oth-

ers up a base. Daltn make-- hit
over left and Heath and Bonitz score.
Pate hits to Smathers who cut off

Asbury at home. Hall strikes out
leaving Pate on first.

Second Inning.
Smathers hits to third and is

thrown out at first. Cocke hits to
second and is' thrown out at first.
Carr gets two-bas-e over left. Gra-

ham gets base on-bal- ls. Graves
gets hit and goes to first forcing
others up. Holt gets 2-b- hit be-

tween left and centre scoring Carr
and Graham, and Graves goingf to
third. Graves scores on passed
ball. Holt scores on wild pitch and
Pendleton gets base-ori-ball- s, and
then steals second.

Donnelly makes two-bas- e hit over
left scoring Pendleton and Cunning-
ham gets hit over second, scoring
Donnelly. Cunningham steals sec-

ond. -
Smathers hit to short and is

thrown out at first.

Ross gets base-on-bal- ls. Allen
hits to Holt and is out at first, but
Ross gets to second. Heath strikes
ut. Welch flies out to Carr at

short who makes nice catch.

left, scoring Graham. Holt hies

out to left.
Howard drives over left for two

bases. Laut sacrifices to ocke

nd is thrown out while Howard
reaches, third. VanAtta hits sate

ver second, scoring Howard. Wil

lis to Wilcox, who throws him out

at first.
Carolina.(Oldham goes in centre; Battle

goes to pitch). Ross hits to Carr
who makes bad throw to first and
Ross goes on to second. Allen flies

out to Carr. Heath gets hit and

goes to first. Welch gets a hit to

right. Bonitz fiies out to Cocke.

Asbury hits to Smathers who touch-

es Heath at third, retiring the side.
Seventh Inning.

Oldham foul-fli- es out to first.
Graves gets hit to left. Holt hits

(Concluded from 1st page.)

A.B. K. IB. S.li- - P.O. A. E.

Carrs. s. 4 0 0 0 2 0 0

Graham c.f. 3 10 110 0

Graves c. 3 1 1 0 5 6 1

Holt lb. 5 1 I 0 16 0 1

Pendleton r.f.4 1 1 0 0 1 0

Donnelly l.f. 4 1 1 0 1. 0 0

Wilcox p. 3 0 0 1 1 14 0

Smathers 3b. 3 0 0 0 0 1 0

Cocke 2b. 3 0 1 0 1 3 0

32 4 7 2 27 19 2Third Inning.
Cocke hits to short and r thrown

ut at first. Carr gets base-on- - (Continued on last page.)
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